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LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE UN PRESENCE IN KOREA
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The UN presence in Korea, a reaction to the conflict
which broke out on that peninsula in 1950, derives from
three resolutions of the UN Security Council and two
,.

resolutions of the General Assembly.
Appendix).

(Reproduced in the

In chronological order these are:
(1) Security Council Resolution 82 of

June 25, 195P.

This resolution, inter alia,

called for the withdrawal of North Korean
forces to the 38th parallel and called upon
UN Member States "to render every assistance

,

to the United Nations in the execution of this
resolution and to refrain from giving assistance
to the North Korean authorities."
(2) Security Council Resolution 83 of June 27,
1950.

This resolution recommended that UN

Members "furnish such assistance to the Republic
of Korea as may be necessary to repeal the armed
attack and to restore international peace and
security in the area."
{3) Security Council Resolution 84 of July 7,
1950.

This resolution recommends that Members

providing forces pursuant to the above two resolutions make those forces available to "a unified

ii
conrrnand under the United States of America",
and requests the U.S. to "designate the commander of such forces".
,,

(4) General Assembly Resolution 376(V)
of October 7, 1950.

This resolution established

the United Nations Commission for the Unification
and Rehabilitation of Korea (UNCURK).
(5) General Assembly Resolution 498(V) of

February 1, ~951.

This is the resolution which,

inter alia, found that the PRC engaged in aggression
in Korea.

It also called upon "all States and

authorities to continue to lend every assistance

,

to the United Nations action in Korea."
For our purposes, the most important resolutions are
of
those/the Security Council, particularly resolution 84~This resolution provided the authority for the United
Nations Command (UNC).in Korea.
Changes in the nature of the UN presence in Korea may have
important legal implication elsewhere in the complex network of arrangements that has developed in relation to
Korea over the last two decades.

This paper attempts to

iii
describe the implications which it is most important to
and related aspects.
take account of in considering changmin the"uN presence/
The main issues addressed in this paper, and the
general conclusions reached, are as follows:
,.

(1) Termination of the UNC.

Termination

would have serious legal consequences in terms
of the 1953 Armistice Agreement, the 1954 UN
SOFA with Japan and a 1960 U.S.-Japan secret
understanding regarding the

~se

of Japanese

bases, and under present circumstances it would
appear inadvisable for the USG to seek terrnination of the UNC in the
, absence of an over-all
settlement of the Korean question.

Even if the

UNC were not terminated, many of the same legal
consequences would result from removal of the
Thai contingent and ROK forces from UNC operational control.
(2) UNCURK.

Termination of UNCURK would have

no legal implications in terms of the UN
presence in Korea and related questions.
(3) The UN SOFA with Japan and the Acheson-Yoshida
Understanding

-

Withdrawal of the Thai Contingent.

The departure of the Thai military contingent

,-

-~

iv
from Japan would result in the termination of
the UN SOFA with Japan, which in turn would
cause the termination of a 1951 USG-GOJ under,.standing (the Acheson-Yoshida understanding)

regarding use of Japanese facilities and areas
by UN members in support of UN operations in Korea.
(4) South Korean Representative on the Korean
Military Armistice Commission (MAC).

Although there

is probably no legal barrier ·to appointing a
ROK general as Senior Member on the UNC side
of the MAC, such a move might unnecessarily
sacrifice advantages,for the U.S. in the
present procedure.

There are alternative

ways of strengthening the ROK role in the MAC
f

machinery.
(5) Deactivation of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission (NNSC).

There are legal and

other difficulties with the proposal to deactivate
the NNSC.
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I.

TERMINATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS COMMAND (UNC)
The UNC was established by the United States pursuant

to

Security Council resolution 84 of July 7, 1950

recommending that members providing military forces in
Korea make those forces available to "a unified command
under the United States".

We examine here the legal

implications of terminating the UNC.
Mechanics of Termination
The mechanics of terminating the UNC are rather simple.
The UN Security Council could repeal the July 7, 1950
resolution, or it could repeal that part of the resolution
'

ll

(paragraph 3) which authprized a unified command under
the United States.
Council decision,

Even in the absence of such a Security
th~

USG could unilaterally terminate

the UNC by reporting to the UN Security Council, pursuant
to paragraph 6 of the July 7, 1950 resolution
that the USG would no longer serve as the unified
command provided for by paragraph 3 of that same resolution.

1/

See page 2.
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The UNC and UN Forces in Korea
The legal basis for the presence of U.S. forces in
Korea is the U.S.-ROK Mutual Defense Treaty of 1954 (TIAS

,, 2/

3097),- not any UN resolution.

Therefore, the termination

of the UNC would in no way affect the legal basis for that
presence.

The status of US forces in Korea is governed by our

1967 Status of Forces Agreement with the ROK (TIAS 6127).
Neither is the·presence of ROK forces in Korea dependent
upon any UN resolution.

However, they are considered UN forces

in Korea becuase they are under the operational control of the
Commander in Chief, UN Command (CINCUNC).

Termination of the

UNC would result in the loss of UNC, and thus US, operational
control, over ROK forces.l/ bpon termination of the UNC, ROK forces
would no longer be
])
Technically, it would be possible for the United St;ates
to eliminate the UNC from the U.S. command structure without
eschewing its responsibilities as the unified command
pursuant to the July 7, 1950 Security Council resolution.
This would merely constitute a formalistic change in the
name given to the UN military presence in Korea and would
not have any of the substantive legal implications that
would flow from elimination of
the UNC as
discussed above.
'
.

!/

Article IV of the Treaty gives the U.S. "the right to
dispose United States land, air and sea forces in and about
the territory of the Republic of Korea, as determined by
mutual agreement". The U.S. is under no obligation to
station forces in South Korea under the Treaty; it has
the right to do so if it determines that such action
would be in its national security interests.
ll Of course, US operational control could be maintained
through some medium other than the UNC, if the GROK would
agree to it.
''
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2a
"United Nations forces" as that term is used in the UN SOFA

4/

with Japan and a secret U.S.-Japan agreed minute of June 23, 1960.The same result would obtain if ROK forces were removed
from ,.UNC operational control, apart from any action taken
to terminate the UNC.
Six other nations maintain a military presence in Korea

5/

known as the Military Liaison Group.-

The Thai contingent,

an infantry unit, is under the operational control of the
UNC.

.

With the exception of a British Honor Guard the

military personnel contributed by the other countries in the
group are attached to the UNC as liaison.
Termination of the UNC, would result in the loss of UNC,
and thus US, operational control over the Thai contingent,
as well as over ROK forces.

In the event of a UNC termination,

or the removal of the Thai contingent from UNC operational
control, a question would arise whether the Thai contingent
continued to qualify as "United Nations forces in Korea".
An argument might be made that the Thai contingent would
'cont;i.nue to so qualify, on the ground that the RTA personnel
4/
For a discussion of the requirements that there be "UN
forces" in Korea if these agreements are to be operative,
see pages 6-8b of this section and section III below.
5/
As of May 31, 1971 these countries and their contributions
in men were:
Thailand
168
United Kingdom
24
2
Canada
2
Australia
3
Ethiopia
2
'·Philippines

~·T
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are in Korea pursuant to the Security Council resolutions
of June 25 and 27, 1950.
In construing the term "United Nations forces" as it is
used ..in the UN SOFA with Japan, the USG has consistently
taken the view that similar military liaison personnel
maintained in Japan by other countries are not "forces".
It would be very difficult to justify a different position
in relation to the liaison personnel in Korea.

Therefore,

termination of the UNC, or removal of ROK forces and the
Thai contingent from UNC operational control, would create
a situation where the 168 man Thai contingent would be the
only force with an arguable

claim to the label "United

Nations forces in Korea 11 •
The UNC as a Party to the Armistice Agreement
The legal effect which termination of the UNC would
have on the Armistice Agreement is not clear.

The

Armistice is an agreement between the three military
_connnanders to, inter alia, "enforce a complete cessation
of all hostilities in Korea by all armed forces under
their centro 1 .... " (Artie le II, para. 12, Military
Armistice Agreement, July 27, 1953, TIAS 2782).

Absent

some agreement with the other side, termination of the UNC

..

would raise the question whether any entity on our

i::'

!;):

.
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side was both obligated to enforce and capable of
enforcing the terms of the Armistice.

The United States

and ROK could take the position that every government which
at the time of the Armistice had forces under the operational
control of the UNC was under a continuing legal obligation
to respect the Armistice even upon termination of the UNC.
Although this argument would have strong legal merit, the

,
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other side could contend with some justification that
upon termination of the UNC no entity on our side was clearly
bound by the Armistice Agreement.

Acceptability to the

other side should, therefore, be an important factor in
,.

any decision to terminate the UNC.
The other side would probably be most concerned with
ensuring continued ROK observance of the Armistice Agreement.

This has been ensured in the past through UNC

operational control over ROK forces.

Upon termination of

the UNC, ROK forces would be formally constrained by the
terms of the Armistice only through Article I of the U.S.-ROK
Mutual Defense Treaty. ~/

,

In the context of its negotiating

history Article I clearly entails a commitment to the U.S.
by the ROK not to violate the Armistice.

However, this is

only a commitment to the U.S., and not to the DPRK or tl}.e PRC.
Of course, all parties concerned know that UNC operational
control of ROK forces is little more than a legal formality.
··Also, the USG and GROK would presumably take the position

~/

Article I obligates the ROK to refrain in its
international relations "from the threat or use of
force in any manner inconsistent with the Purposes
of the United Nations, or obligations assumed by an~·~.·.,_.
Party tmvard the United Nations."

5

that they considered themselves bound by the Armistice
Agreement even upon termination of the UNC. But the
legal uncertainty which would be created by termination
of the
,. UNC could give rise to attack by the PRC and DPRK,
and might be used as a pretext for a wide variety of
responses by the other side.

Therefore, termination of

the UNC without first obtaining a clear indication from
both the PRC and the DPRK that this move would be
acceptable to them could have serious adverse consequences.
Representation on the MAC
Termination of the UNC would also raise the question
of representation on the !1AC.

The Armistice Agreement

provides in pertinent part:
"20. The Military , Armistice Cormnission shall
be composed of ten (10) senior officers,
five (5) of whom shall be appointed by the
Commander-in-Chief, United Nations Command,
and five (5) of whom shall be appointed
jointly by the Supreme Commander of the Korean
People's Army and the Commander of the Chinese
People's Volunteers. Of the ten members,
three (3) from each side shall be of general
or flag rank. The two (2) remaining members
on each side may be major generals, brigadier
generals, colonels, or their equivalents."
(Article II, para. 20)

.....
,-;;
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P.aragraph 20 of the Armistice provides only for the appointment of representatives to the MAC by the Commander-inChief of the UNC.

It does not make provision for the situation

6

which would result from termination of the UNC, where
there would no longer be any Commander-in-Chief of the
UNC.

In the absence .of an appropriate amendment to the

Armistice Agreement it would be unclear upon termination
where the power to appoint MAC representatives for our
side resided. ]_/
Use of Japanese Facilities by U.S. Forces in Response
to an Attack from the North
Termination of the UNC. would mean that U.S. forces
in Japan could not respond to an armed attack against the
ROK without first consulting with the GOJ.
An exchange of notes between then Secretary of State

,

Herter and Prime Minister Kishi concerning implementation
of Article VI of the 1960 U.S.-Japan Treaty of Mutual
Cooperation and Security (TIAS 4509) obligates the U.S.

~-

Government to consult with the GOJ prior to using "facilities

7/
Article V, para.
the means of amending
and additions to this
mutually agreed to by
sides."

I

61 of the Armistice describes
the agreement: "Amendments
Armistice Agreement must be
the Commanders of the opposing

.SECRET

7
and areas in Japan as bases for military combat
•
operat1ons
.... II -8/

There is, however, a narrow exception to this obligation ·contained in a secret agreed minute, dated June 23,

1960 and included in the record of the Preparatory Meeting
of the Security Consultative Committee.

That minute

reads in pertinent part, as follows:
11

1 have been authorized by Prime Minister

Kishi to state that it is the view of the
Japanese Government that, as an exceptional
measure in the event of an emergency
resulting from an attack against the United
Nations forces in Korea, facilities and areas
in Japan may be used for such military combat
operations as need be undertaken immediately
by the United States'armed forces in Japan
under the Unified Command of the United Nations
as the response to such an armed attack in order
to enable the United Nations forces in Korea to
repell an armed attack made in violation of
the Armistice."
Thus, in order for U.S. forces to use Japanese
facilities for military combat operations without prior
consultation with the GOJ:

8/

(1) there must be an attack

The Herter-Kishi note exchange referred to above
reads in pertinent part as follows:
"Major changes in the deployment into Japan of
United States armed forces, major changes in
their equipment, and the use of facilities and
areas in Japan as bases for military combat
operations to be undertaken from Japan other
than those conducted under Artie le V of the said
Treaty, shall be the subjects of prior consultation with the Government of Japan." (TIAS 4509)
sS~!f\

~- 'u~
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against the UN forces in Korea; (2) the facilities must be
used by U.S. forces in Japan "under the Unified Command
of the United Nations;" and (3) the purpose of these
military combat operations must be to repell an armed
attack in violation of the Armistice.
Termination of the UNC as discussed above would create
a situation where the only "United Nations forces in Korea"
if any -- would be the 168 man Thai contingent.

The ROK

forces could no longer be considered UN forces since they
would no longer be under UNC operational control.

And,

as noted earlier, the claim of the Thai contingent to be
UN forces in Korea would,then rest only upon the authority
of the UN Security Council resolutions of June 25 and 27,

.

Whatever the technical
merits of an argument
.
. Tha~
that an attack on the /.forces would be a s~fficient

1950.

9:_1

"attack against United Nations forces in Korea" to satisfy
the first prerequisirefor invoking the secret minute, it
would be disingenuous in the extreme for the USG tojustify a failure
. this ground.
"to. consult the GOJ on /
Therefore, any USG decision
regarding termination of the UNC should take account of
the practical consequences of no longer being able to

u..

'!_I

See pp. 2-2b, above.
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respond to an attack in Korea without first consulting
with the GOJ, pursuant to the 1960 secret minute. 1cy
The UN SOFA with Japan
Termination of the UNC, or the removal of ROK and
,.

Thai forces in Korea from UNC operational control, would
raise the question whether Article XXIV of the UN SOFA
with Japan becomes operable.

Article XXIV requires that:

"All the United Nations forces shall be withdrawn from Japan within ninety days after the
date by which" all the United Nations forces
shall have been withdrawn from Korea .... 11
As indicated earlier, it might be argued that the Thai
contingent continues to qualify as "United Nations forces
in Korea" for purposes of 'the UN SOFA with Japan even in
the event of UNC termination or removal from UNC operational
control, on the ground•that they are present in Korea
pursuant to the UN Security Council Resolutions of June ~5
and 27, 1950.

An argument could also be made that

Article XXIV of the UN SOFA is not triggered by anything
other than "withdrawal from Korea 11 •

But, at the minimum,

substantial uncertainty as to the legality of the continued
presence of UN forces in Japan would be engendered by
\\.

._

l,~

Even in the absence of termination
removal of ROK forces and the Thai
from UNC operational control would
same question regarding the secret

of the UNC
contingent
raise the
minute.

J:,'

u.;
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termination of the UNC or the removal of ROK forces and
the Thai contingent in Korea from UNC operational control.
Although the only UN forces remaining in Japan are comprised
of a small RTAF contingent, the departure of that contingent
from Japan would have important consequences. D)
Conclusion
The above discussion indicates that termination of
the UNC would have serious legal consequences.

Under

present circumstances it would appear inadvisable for the
USG to seek termination of the UNC in the absence of an
over-all settlement of the Korean question.
Even if the UNC were'not terminated, many of the same
legal consequences would result from removal of the Thai
contingent and ROK forces from UNC operational control.

See Section III, below.

:.:
.""!-:
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II.

THE UNITED NATIONS COMMISSION IDR THE UNIFICATION
AND REHABILITATION OF KOREA (UNCURK)
Unlike the UNC, which was established by the U.S.

pursuant to a UN Security Council Resolution,

UNCUP~

is

solely a creature of the UN, created by a UN General
Assembly resolution of October 7, 1950 (UNGA Res. 376 (V))
UNCURK's principal mandate is to "represent the United
Nations in bringing about the establishment of a unified,
independent and democratic government of all Korea" (Para. 2(a)).
Formal dissolution of UNCURK could only be accomplished
by a resolution of the UN General Assembly.

Such dissolution

would have no legal implicrations in terms of the UN
presence in Korea and related questions.

....... 'i""
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III.

THE UN SOFA WITH JAPAN AND THE ACHESON-YOSHIDA
UNDERSTANDING -- WITHDRAWAL OF THE THAI CONTINGENT
If and when the RTAF contingent leaves Japan the UN

SOFA with Japan(TIAS 2995) will automatically terminate.
,,

Termination of the UN SOFA will result in the termination
of a 1951 GOJ commitment, in an exchange of notes between
then Secretary of State Acheson and Prime Minister Yoshida,
permitting UN members to support in Japan UN forces engaged
in UN action in the Far East.
Article XXV of the UN SOFA reads as follows:
"This Agreement and agreed revisions thereof
shall terminate on the date by which all the
United Nations forces shall be withdrawn from ,
Japan in accordance with the provisions of
Article XXIV. In case all the United Nations
forces have been withdrawn from Japan earlier
than such date, this Agreement and agreed
revisions thereof•shall terminate on the date
when the withdrawal has been completed."
Article I, paragraph (d), defines "United Nations forces" as:
"Those forces of the land, sea or air armed
services of the sending State which are sent
to engage in action pursuant to the United
Nations Resolutions."
Paragraph (c) of that same article defines "sending
State" as:
'~ny

State which has sent or may hereafter send
forces to Korea pursuant to the United Nations
Resolutions and whose Government is a Party to
this Agreement as the Government of a State

t.

L
•-i -'-·
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sending forces to Korea pursuant to the United
Nations Resolutions."
The Government of the United States is not a party to
the UN SOFA as the "Government of a State sending forces to
•'

Korea pursuant to the United Nations Resolutions."

Rather,

the UN SOFA was signed for the Government of the United
States acting as the "Unified Connnand."

Therefore, U.S.

forces in Japan are not "United Nations forces" within the

.

meaning of Article I, paragraph (d), of the UN SOFA. 12/
Of those States which acceded to the UN SOFA as
"sending States" only Thailand still maintains an operational
military unit in Japan.

Since
the USG has consistently
,

taken the view that the liaison groups maintained in Japan
by other countries are rot "forces" within the meaning of
'

the UN SOFA, the departure from Japan of the RTAF contingent
would result in the automatic termination of the UN SOFA
pursuant to the provisions of Article XXV.
In a September 8, 1951 exchange of notes between then
Secre_tary of State Acheson and Prime Minister Yoshida, the
-·,
•> .HJ,(
• ()

GOJ made the following commitment:

12/ · The question whether U.S. forces in Japan may
be-considered to be "under the Unified Connnand of
the United Nations" for purposes of the 1960 secret
minute regarding prior consultation "tvith Japan raises
separate considerations. See Johnson-Kriebel MemoranJum
of December 13, 1971.

.;_.

- .

tr
r:

12

"
If and when the forces of a member or
members of the United Nations are engaged in
any United Nations action in the Far East after
the Treaty of Peace comes into force, Japan
will permit and facilitate the support in and
about Japan, by the member or members, of the
~orces engaged in such United Nations action .... "
(TIAS 2490)
A time limit was placed on the above commitment by a
January 19, 1960 exchange of notes between then Secretary
of State Herter and Prime Minister Kishi (TIAS 4509), in
which it was agreed that the 1951 Acheson-Yoshida note
exchange "will continue to be in force so long as the
Agreement Regarding Status of the United Nations Forces
in Japan remains in force.

11
·

,

Withdrawal of the RTAF contingent would, therefore,
have the effect of leaving any future non-U.S. forces
nothing but Article 2, ' paragraph 5, of the UN Charter as a
basis for requesting use of Japanese facilities and areas
in support of UN operations in Korea. 13/
Neither the termination of the UN SOFA nor the termination of the Acheson-Yoshida understanding would affect the
U.S. military presence in Japan.

U.S. forces are in Japan
~~-' ~l.r-

Article 2, paragraph 5 of the United Nations /~~ · _- ·-·~
Charter reads, in pertinent part: "All Members shcill
';
give the United Nations every assistance in any
t( _, .t-f
action it takes in accordance with the present Chart1~:r:. ...~;Y'

13/

J.J

by virtue of Article VI of the U.S.-Japan Treaty of Mutual
Cooperation and Security (TIAS 4509) and agreements
concluded pursuant thereto.

The status of U.S. forces in

Japan is governed by the 1960 U.S.-Japan SOFA (TIAS 4510)J4/
,,

,

14/

The 1960 Herter-Kishi note exchange recognizes:
'r:7.3.The use of the facilities and areas by the
U.S. armed forces under the Unified Command of the
United Nations established pursuant to the Security
Council Resolution of July 7, 1950, and their
status in Japan are governed by arrangements made
pursuant to the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and
•
.... II
S ecur~ty
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SOUTH KOREAN REPRESENTATION ON THE KOREAN MILITARY
ARMISTICE COMMISSION (MAC)
This section considers the legal and related aspects

of the suggestion that a Korean officer be appointed
,,

as Senior Member of the MAC and concludes that there is
no legal barrier to

doing so, but that a number

of other factors should also be taken into consideration.
These factors suggest the desirability of resolving
this matter in the broader context of our general policy
with respect to maintenance of the Armistice Agreement
and machinery.

Alternative means of strengthening the

ROK's participation in the MAC are described.

,

Background
In early June 1971 Amembassy Seoul suggested that
we name a Korean general officer as the Senior Member
of the U.N. side of the MAC -- apparently intended as
a first step toward withdrawal of the U.N. Command (UNC)
. from Korea accompanied by a "delegation" to the ROK of
responsibility for maintaining the Armistice.

Shortly

thereafter Major General Rogers, senior UNC
representative in the MAC, made the "personal suggestion"
that it might be desirable to appoint a Korean officer
as the Senio.: Member of the U.N. side of the MAC.

Subs.equeptly,

.... l

-.~-
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the Korean Prime Minister reported to the National Assembly
that if the UNC would accept a Korean as Senior Member,
the ROK would name an officer to the position.
Legal Considerations and Related Aspects
,.

The MAC was created by the Korean Armistice "to
supervise the implementation of this Armistice Agreement
and to settle through negotiations any violation of
para. 20).
this Armistice Agreement." (Artie le I-;1:, / Under the Agreement,
five senior officers are appointed by each side.

For

the UNC, the Senior Member has always been an American;
in addition, there are two Koreans, one Commonwealth
member (always British) and one member on a rotating

,

basis from among the Military Liaison Group (U.K.,
Thailand, Canada, Australia, Ethiopia, Philippines).
Neither the Armistice Agreement nor any subsequent

---

arrangement expressly deals with the question of
eligibility for appointment as Senior Member.

paragraph 20
Article II,/

of the Armistice Agreement provides only that:
"The Military Armistice Commission
·shall be composed of ten (10) senior officers,
five (S) of whom shall be appointed by the
Commander-in-Chief, United Nations Command, and
five (S) of whom shall be appointed jointly by
theSupreme Commander of the Korean People's Army
and the Commander of the Chinese People's Volunteers.
Of the ten members, three (3) from each side
shall be of general or flag rank. The two (2)
remaining members on each side may be major
generals, brigadier generals, colonels, or their
equivalents." (Emphasis added)

II
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The Report of the Unified Command on the Armistice
in Korea transmitted to the U.N. Security Council on
August 7, 1953 U.N. Document S/3079 August 7, 1953
interpreted this provision as establishing "A Military
••

Armistice Commission,

composed of military officers

of the United Nations Command (emphasis added) and the
communist forces ... " (Chapter III(C)(2)[6])

This might

be read to preclude ROK officers from serving on the
MAC since ROK forces are merely u~der the "~perational
control" of the UNC.

ROK forces are not formally a

part of the UNC.

-

The more plausible reading
of paragraph 20 of the
,
Armistice Agreement is that the power of appointment
must remain in the U.N. Command ("shall be appointed
by"), but that the only qualifications for membership
are the "rank" requirements for "each side".

-

A similar

use of "side" in the recommendation in Article IV, para 60
"to the governments of the co'l:!ntries concerned on both sides"
I

that a political conferepce be heid, was understood to include both
the U.N. and ROK after a statement to that effect for
the record by the U.N. Command Negotiator Admiral Joy.
Thus, so long as the appointment is made by the

"iiiAPFT

U ~N •
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Command, the only legal restriction on a ROK appointee
would be rank.
It seems unwise to consider in isolation the suggestion
that a Korean officer be appointed as Senior Member of
,.

the U.N. side of the MAC.

Rather, this suggestion should

be viewed in the broader context of our general policy
with respect to maintenance of the Armistice Agreement
and machinery.
The MAC provides the only direct channel of
communication between the U.S. and North Korea.
It is also the only forum presently available for direct
communication between the PRC, the U.S., the DPRK and
the ROK.

Particularly in time of emergency, the MAC

offers us a means of rapid communication with Pyongyang.
Moreover, it could serve as a forum for serious
discussions aimed at a settlement in Korea.
If

'it is decided that we should consider

ways of strengthening the ROK role in the MAC machinery,
achievement of this objective may be possible without
committing ourselves irrevocably to the
principal that a South Korean must serve as Senior
Member.

There would be no legal impediment to more

flexible arrangements on the U.N. side which would
accommodate the interest of retaining

for the U.S.
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a measure of control of the MAC machinery, as well as
the interest of permitting a greater ROK role.

For

example, it may be possible to give the ROK representatives
on the UNC side of the MAC a greater share of the
resp6nsibility.

This might include chairing the UNC

delegation at MAC meetings from time to time.

Alternatively,

one of the South Korean senior officers might even share
the responsibilities of Senior Member with the U.S. officer
serving as

Senio~

Member -- nothing in the Armistice

machinery precludes such a sharing arrangement.

,
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V.

DEACTIVATION OF THE NEUTRAL NATIONS
SUPERVISORY COMMISSION (NNSC)
It has been proposed that the USG take steps to

"quietly deactivate" the NNSC by suggesting to the
,.

Swiss and Swedish Governments that their delegations
on the NNSC not be replaced, and by terminating the
logistic support currently being provided to their
delegations.

This section concludes that there are

legal and other difficulties with the proposal to
deactivate the NNSC (although steps might be taken to
reduce the current level of logistic support provided
to the Swiss and

s~vedish

delegations on the NNSC), and

,

that we should in any event be cautions about undermining
the NNSC machinery at this point in time.
Background
The NNSC was established under the 1953 Korean
Armistice Agreement to carry out supervision, observation,
inspection and investigation functions on both sides
of the demilitarized zone (but not within the DMZ).

It

was intended to serve as one of the principal organs
for implementing the Agreement. Article II, para. 37 of
the Agreement provides that the NNSC shall be composed
of four senior officers, two appointed by United Nations
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Command (UNC) nominees, namely Sweden and Switzerland,
and two appointed by Korean People's Army/Chinese
People's Volunteers (KPA/CPV) nominees, namely Poland
and Czechoslovakia.
,.

From the outset, the NNSC ran into difficulties:
the UNC charged that the North was violating the
Agreement by using other ports of entry for men and
equipment than those where NNSC teams were stationed;
the ROK was strongly opposed to the presence of the
Czechs and Poles on its soil; and internally, the NNSC
was rarely able to agree on any report.
During 1956 and 1955 the Swiss and Swedish Governments

,

made efforts to have the NNSC liquidated, or if that
not acceptable

were

to the signatories of the Armistice

Agreement, then a substantial reduction in the size of
the NNSC.

The Chinese Government opposed the liquidation

of the NNSC but agreed to a reduction in its size.
At the 70th MAC, on May 31, 1956 the UNC announced
its decision to suspend the activities of the NNSC's
teams south of the DMZ, citing Communist violations
of the Armistice Agreement.

These teams moved into

the DMZ and the KPA/CPV vigorously denounced the UNC's
action.

Shortly thereafter the NNSC teams in the north

also withdrew to the DMZ.
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Since June, 1956 the activities of the NNSC have
been confined to the DMZ and limited to evaluating
personnel reports submitted by the UNC and personnel
and combat materiel reports submitted by the KPA/CPV.
'The question of the future of the NNSC was reviewed
by the Department of State in 1960 and 1962, and on
each occasion it was decided to reaffirm support for
the NNSC.
In favor of deactivating the NNSC, it is argued
that: the NNSC has provided no support and has consistently
refused to investigate UNC violation reports or even
forward such complaints to the MAC; neither the Swiss
nor Swedish members have provided any useful information
on conditions in North Korea; the NNSC has not had any
measurable impact on the social sphere; it is difficult
to give the NNSC any credit for maintaining the ceasefire; quiet deactivation would remove a point of friction
rather than an opportunity for accommodation; any
propaganda attacks by North Korea would be tolerable
and have little significant impact; and the Swiss and
Swedes would welcome such a U.S. initiative.

22

Formal Termination vs. "Quiet Deactivation"
Formal termination of the NNSC would appear to require
an amendment to the Armistice Agreement (which under
Article V, para. 61 requires mutual agreement by the
Commanders of the opposing sides), or at least approval
by the MAC.

In either case, KPA/CPV concurrence would

be required.We should assume on the basis of the past
would
record that they
I oppose termination. (At the 1954
Geneva Conference the Chinese representative, Chou En-lai,
exhibited particular fervor in praising the role played
by the NNSC, in advancing the proposal of a similar
international body to supervise free elections in Korea.)
The NNSC's "quiet dea'ctivation" would be extremely
difficult to justify publicly, particularly in light
of the legal rationale'for the action we took in 1956
suspending the NNSC activities south of the DMZ.

That

justification was based on the need to take "only such
steps as are indispensable to protection of its [the UNC's] rights
under the

· Armistice Agreement."

The other side

does not appear to have taken action since 1954 with
,.

respect to the NNSC which we could readily invoke as

'\.;

r;·
·!!>

the basis for further action on our part to protect
our legitimate interests under the Armistice Agreement.

'·

'!!

•

·~ ........ ,.~,,·"'/
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An argument could, of course, be advanced that the NNSC
has become an anachronistic facade, but we would be
vulnerable to criticism since this situation was quite
apparent in 1956.
''Perhaps the most significant consideration in any
decision to seek deactivation of the NNSC is the possible
impact of such a decision on the existing political
situation.

In 1960 then Ambassador Marshall Green

viewed this

consi~eration

as decisive in his recommendation

"to leave the present setup unchanged at this time."
He reasoned:
"I said I could well understand his [the
Swiss representative's]
feelings of boredom
,
and frustration in having to serve with the NNSC
but that I did not think we were prepared to
regard the organization as useless. Some
maintain that NNSC, by representing an international presence along the DMZ, helps in some
small way to maintain peace in this troubled divided
country. I added that in my opinion a more
important consideration is the desirability of
making no alterations in the present structure
for maintaining peace in Korea; that a withdrawal
of the NNSC or a change in its national composition
would lead to unfounded beliefs that some new
elements were present in the political situation.
Resulting speculation could likewise produce
considerable uneasiness over what NNSC withdrawal
might portend. There seemed to be considerable
virtue at this time in keeping the situation
stabilized as far as possible. I added that the
relatively small cost involved in maintaining the
NNSC seemed a small price to pay for this benefit,
but that if the cost factor were an important

.· .
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consideration, then I would hope economies might
be effected in the NNSC operation itself (such
as reduced numbers) rather than closing out the
NNSC operation. It would nevertheless seem
wisest to leave the present setup unchanged at
this time."
Ambassador Green's reasoning seems equally pertinent
,.

today.

In light of the recent interest in the Armistice

machinery by the other side, it seems unwise for us now
to embark upon an initiative to undermine the NNSC.
It seems safe to assume that the other side would react
unfavorably, and this might lead to further "unraveling"
of the Armistice machinery.

If the Swiss and Swedes

terminate their participation in the NNSC, the Czechs
and Poles might stay on as a "rump" commission.

This

,

could be a continuing source of embarrassment.

Also,

the NNSC may well find it can play a positive role in
f

the future, perhaps by floating proposals to both sides --Article II
paragraph 49 of the Armistice Agreement gives the NNSC
authority to make recommendations to the MAC with
respect to "amendment or additions" to the Agreement.

L/EA/RIStarr;OTJohnson/cdj;cbf
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VII
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED ON THE REPORTS OF THE FIRST COMMTITEE
376 (V).

and democratic government in the sovereign State of
Korea;
(c) All sections and representative bodies of the
population of Korea, South and North, be invited to
co.-operate \vith the organs of the U:1.ited Nations in
the restoration of peace, in the holding- of fllections and
in the establishment of a unified government;
(d) United Nations forces should not remain in
any part of Korea otherwise than so far as necessary
for achieving the objectives specified in sub-paragraphs
(a) and (b) above;
(e) All necessary measures be taken to accomplish
the economic rehabilitation of Korea;

The problem of the independence of
Korea

The General Assembly,
Havi11g rcgatd to its resolutions of 14 November
1947 (112 (II)), of 12 December 1948 (195 (III))
and of 21 October 1949 (293 (IV)),.
H avin,r1 received and considered the report1 of the
United Nations Commission on Korea,
Mhzdful of the fact that the objectives set forth in
the resolutions referred to above have not been fully
accomplished and, in particular, that the unification
of Korea has not yet been achieved, and that an attempt
has been made bv an armed attack from North Korea
to extinguish by ·farce the Government of the Republic
of Korea,
·
Recalling the General Assembly declaration of 12
December 1948 that there has been established a lawful
government (the Government of the Republic of Korea)
ha,•ing effective control and jurisdiction over that part
of Korea where the United Nations Temporary Commission on Korea was able to observe and consult and
in which the great majority of. the people of Korea
reside; that this government is based on elections
which were a valid expression of the free will of ~the
electorate of that part of Korea and which were observed by the Temporary Commission; and that this
is the only such government in Korea,
Haz•ing in mind that United Nations armed forces
are at present operating in Korea in accorda,~1ce with
the recommendations 2 of the Security Council of 27
June 1950, subsequent to its resolution 3 of 25 June
1950, that Members of the United Nations furnish
such assistance to the Republic of Korea as- may be
necessary to repel the armed attack and to restore interna.,tional peace and security in the area,

2. Rcsol~tes that
(a) A Commission consisting of Australia, Chile
Nether lands, Pakistan, Philippines, Thailand and Tur~
key, to be known as the United Nations Commission
for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea, be
esta blishcd to ( i) assume the functions hitherto exercised by the present United Nations ·Commission on
Korea; (ii) represent the United Nations in hrincring
about the establishment of a unilied, independent "'and ·
democratic government of cJl Korea; (iii) exercise such
responsibilities in connexion with reiicf and rehabilitation b Korea as may be determined by the General
Assembly after rcceh·ing- the recommcncbtions of the
Economic and Social Council. The United Nations
Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of
Korea should proceed to Korea and begin to carry out
its functions as soon as possible;
(b) Pending the arrival in Korea ofAhe United
Nations Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea, the governments of the States represented on. the Commission should form an Interim
Committee composed of representatives meetin(J' at the
seat of the United Nations to consult with and advise
Command in the liuht
of
the United Nations Unified
•
h
the above recomnwnJat:ons; the Interim Committee
should begin to function immediately upon the approval
of the present resolutio:1 by the General Assembly;

Recalling that the essential objective of the resolutions of the General Assembly referred to above was
the establishment of a unified, independent and demo·
cratic Government of Korea,

1. Rccommcl!ds that
(a) All appropriate steps be taken to ensure conditions of stability throughout Korea;
(b) All constituent acts be taken, includin~ the
holding of elections, under the auspices of the United
Nations, for the establishment of a unified, independent

(c) The Commi:>sion shall render a report to the
next regubr se.~sion of the General Assemhlv and to
any prior special session v.l1 ich might be called to consider the subjcd·r.Jatkr of the present resolution, and
sh~ll render such interim reports as it may deem appropnate to the Secret.::.ry-General for transmission to
Members;

1 Sec Officio/ Records of tl:e Gcucral Ass.:mbly, Fiftl1 Scssio11,
Supplcmr11t No. 16.
2 Sec OCicial Records of the Stc:trily Co:wcil, Fi/ll1 'Ycqr,
No. 16.
~ lbiJ., No. 15.

Tlze Cwaal Assembly furthermore,
Mind(z:l of the fact that at the end of the present
hostilities the task of rchabilitatigg the Korean economy will l.K: of ".re;:t J;i~..:;nit~1cle,

..-..
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,
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L2 (1950). Resolution of 25 June 1950

82 (1950). Resolution du 25 juin 1950

[S/1501]

[S/1501]

The Security Council.
· ~
. Recalling the finding of the General Assembly in its
resolution 293 (IV) of 21 October 1949 that the Government of the Republic of Korea is a lawfully established
government having effective control and jurisdiction over
that part of Korea where the United Nations Temporary
Commission on Korea was able to observe and consult
and in which the great majority of the people of Korea
reside; that this Government is based on elections which
were a valid expression of the free will of the electorate
of that part of Korea and which were obsen•ed by the
Temporary Commission; and that this is the only such
Government in Korea,

U Conseil de securite,
Rappelant les conclusions que l'Assemblee generate a
fonnulees dans sa resolution 293 (IV) du 21 octobre
1949, a savoir que le Gouvernement de Ia Republique
de Coree est un gouvernement legitime qui exerce
effectivement son autorite et sa juridiction sur Ia partie
de Ia Coree ou Ia Commission temporaire des Nations
Unies pour Ia Coree a ete en mesure de proceder a des
observations eta des consultations et dans laquelle reside
Ia grande majorite de Ia population de Ia Coree; que
ce gouvernement est ne d'elections qui ont ete !'expression
valable de Ia librc volonte du corps electoral de cette
partie de Ia Coree et qui ont ete observees par Ia Commission temporaire; et que !edit gouvernement est le seul
qui, en Coree, possede cette qualite,
Conscient de ce que l'Assemblee generate, dans ses
resolutions 195 (III) du 12 decembre 1948 et 293 (IV)
du 21 o<;:tobre 1949, s'inquiete des consequences que
1 pourraient avoir des actes prejudiciables aux resultats
1 que cherchent a obtenir les Nations Unies en vue de
1 l'independance et de !'unite completes de Ia Coree et
invite les Etats Membres a s'abstenir d'actes de cette
nature; et conscient de <;:c que l'Assemblee generale
craint que Ia situation decrite par Ia Commission dans
son rapport 9 ne menace Ia sCirete et le bien-etre de Ia
Republique de Coree et du peuple coreen et ne risque
de conduire a un veritable conflit arme en Coree,
Prenant acte de l'attaque dirigce contre Ia Republique
de Coree par des forces armees venues de Coree du Nord,
attaque qui le preoccupe gravement,

Mindful of the concern expressed by the General
Assembly in its resolutions 195 (III) of 12 December
1948 and 293 (IV) of 21 October 1949 about the conse~
quences which might follow unless Member States
refrained from acts derogatory to the results sought to
be achieved by the United Nations in bringing about
the complete independence and unity ·of Korea; and
the concern expressed that the situation described by
the United Nations Commission on Korea in its report 8
menaces the safety and well-being of the Republic of
Korea and of the people of Korea and might lead to
open military conflict there,
Noting with grave concern the armed attack on the
Republic of Korea by forces from North Korea,

I

,

1

\

Determines that this action constitutes a breach of the
peace; and
I

Constate que cette action constitue une_ rupture de
Ia paix; et
J

Calls for the immediate cessation of hostilitie6;
Calls upon the ~uthorities in North Korea to withdraw
forthwith their armed forces to the 38th parallel;

Demande Ia cessation immediate des hostilites :
Invite les autorites de Ia Coree du Nord a retirer imme·
diatement leurs forces armees sur le 38e parallele;

II

II

Requests the United Nations Commissi_on on Korea:
{a) To communicate its fully considered recommen~ations on the situation with the least possible delay;

(b) To observe the withdrawal of North Korean forces
to the- 38th parallel;
(c) To keep the Security Council informed on the
execution of this resolution;

Prie Ia Commission des Nations Unies pour Ia Coree:
a) De conimuniquer, . apres mur examen et dans le
plus bref delai possible, ses recommandations au sujet
de Ia situation;
b) D'observer le retrait des forces de Ia Coree du Nord
sur le 3Se parallele;
c) De tenir le Conseil de securite au courant de
l'execution de Ia presente resolution;

III

IJI

Calls upon all Member States to render every assistance
to the United Nations in the execution of this resolution

Invite tous les Etats Membres a preter leur entier.
concours a I'Organisation des Nations Unies pour

-

See Official Records ofthe Security Council, Fifth Year, No. 15,
473rd meeting, p. 2, footnote 2 (docurr.cnt S/1496, incorporating
S/1496/Corr.l).

- --

fu•

Voir Proc;s-l•trbau:c officiels du Consei/ d~ s£;curite.,lf;quiimli!'
annee, n" H , 473• seance. p. 2, note 2 (document S/ l496) et ..!ocumcnt S/1496/Corr.l (mimcographie) figurant quant au iond G:lns
111
Ia declaration du President, p. 3 et 4 de Ia meme se3ncc.

1

I
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1

..
. and tu r.~frain from giving assistanc~ to the North Korean·
au-thorities.

l'ex~cution de Ia presente resolution et a s'abstenir de
venir en aide aux autorites de Ia Coree du Nord.

Adop:td at the li3rd mt'eting
by 9 't'Oit!S IO )!QI.~, With J
abstentio11 (Yugos[al•ia). 10

Adoptee d Ia 473• seance par
9 voix contre :ero, avec une
ohstentiofl ( Yougoslavie) u •

.

._83 (1950). Uesolution c:f 27 June 195{)

83 (1950). Resolution du 27 juin 1950

[S/1511]

[S/1511]

The Security Council,
Le Conseil de securite,
Having determined that the anned attack upon the
Ayant constate que l'attaque dirigee contre Ja RepuRepubiic of Korea by forces from North Korea constitutes blique de Coree par des forces armees venues 'de Coree
a breach of the peace,
du Nord constitue une rupture de Ia paix,
Having called for an immediate cessation of hostilities,
Ayant demande Ia cessation immediate des hostilites,
Having called upon the authorities in North Korea to
Ayant invite les autorites de Ia Coree du Nord a retirer
withdraw forthwith their armed forces to the 38th parallel, immediatement leurs forces armees sur le 38e parallele,
· Having noted from the report of the United Nations
Ayant constate, d 'apres le rapport de Ia Commission
Commission on Korea 11 that the authorities in North 1 des Nations Unies pour Ia Coree 11, que les autorites de
Korea have neither ceased hostilities nor withdrawn their I Ia Coree du Nord n 'ont ni suspendu les hostilites, ni
armed forces to the 38th parailel, and that urgent military retire leurs forces arrnces sur le 38e parallele, et qu'il faut
measures are required to restore international peace and prendre d'urgence des mesures militaires pour retablir Ia
paix ct Ia securite internationales,
security,
Ayant pris acre de l'appel adresse aux Nations Unies
Having noted the appeal from the Republic of Korea
to the United Nations for immediate and effective steps par Ia Republique de Coree, qui demande que des
mesurcs efficaces soient prises immediatement pour
to secure peace and security,
garantir Ia paix et Ia securite,
Recommends that the Members of the United Nations 1 Recommande aux Membres de }'Organisation des
furnish such assistance to the Republic of Korea as may ! Nations Unies d'apporter a Ia Republique de Coree
be necessary to repel the armed attack and to reston; toute )'aide necessaire pour repousser les assaillants et
international peace and security in the area.
I retablir dans cette region la paix et Ia securite intemationales.

l

I

Adopted at the 471-th meeting ;
by '/votes to 1 (Yugoslavia).u

Adoptee d Ia .J7.Je· seance par
7 voix contre une. ( Yougoslavie) n,

84 (i950). Resolution of 1 July 1950

84 (1950). Resolution du 1 juillet 1950

[S/1588]

[S/1588]

Le Conseil de securite,
The Security Council,
Having determined that the armed attack upon the
Ayant constate que l'attaque dirigce contre Ia RepuRepublic of Korea by fo.rces from North Korea constitutes j blique de Coree par des forces arrnees venues de Coree
du Nord constitue une rupture de la paix,
a breach of the peac~,
Having recommended that Members of the United : Ayant reconunande aux Membres de !'Organisation
Nations ·furnish such assistance to the Republic of des Nations Unies d'apporter a Ia Republique de Coree
Korea as may be necessary to repel the armed attack I toute I'aide necessaire pour repousser Ies assaillants et
and to restore international peace and security in the i retablir dans cette region Ia paix et Ia securite internationales,
area;

I

----11

I

Onemembcr(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) was absent.

10 Un des membrcs (Union des Republiques socialistes sovietiques)
etait absent.
11 Proces-verbaux nfficiels du Comeil de securitl, ciilquieme annee,
n° l6,474•seance, p. 2 (Jocum~nt S/ 1507).
u
n De1.1x des membres (Egypte, Inde) n'ont pas partiej~ au v'&c.:
~n. des membres (Union "des Republiques socialistes' sov!et!ques~
etalt a bscnt.

u O'Jicial Records of the Security Council, Fifth Year, No. 16,
474lh meeting, p. 2 (document S/1507).
11 Two members (Egypt. India) did not participate in the voting;
one member (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) was absent.

l.

s

.

'

J: Welromes the prompt ~wd vigorou~ ::.•.1pport wl1ich I

I. Se felicite oe l'appui rapide et vigoureux que les
., Governments and peoples of the United !htions have 1 gouvernemcnts ct les peuplcs des Nations Unies ont
given .to ib resolutions 82 (1950) and S~ (1950) of 25 1 apportc ses resolutions 82 (1950) et 83 (1950) des 25
and 27 June 1950 to assisl the Republ of Korea in 1 ct 27 juin 1950 en vue d'aidcr Ia Republique de Coree a
defending itself against armed attack anrl thus to restore 1 se defendre contre ladite attaquc armce, et ainsi retablir
international peace and security in the ~r.:a ;
Ia pai~ et la sccurite internationalcs dans Ia region;
2. Notes that Members of the Uni ted Nations have 1 2. Prend acre de cc que des Mcmbres de !'Organisation
1
transmitted to the United Nations olf::rs of assistance des Nations Unies ont -transmis a celle-ci des offres
for the Republic of Korea;
d'assistance Ia Rcpublique de Coree;
3. Recommends that all Me;nbers providing military
3. Recommande que tous les Membres fournissant en
forces and other assistance pursuant t•..> the aforesaid application des resolutions precitees du Conseil de
Security Council resolutions make such forces and other securite des forces militaires et toute autre assistance
assistance available to a unified com·~ ar:d under the mettent ces forces et cette assistance Ia disposition d'un
United States of America;
commandement unifie sous l'autodte des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique;
·
4. Requests the United State.~ to designr. te ~}lc comman4. Prie lcs Etats-Unis de designer le commandant en
der of such forces;
chef de ces forces;
S. Authorizes the unified command at its discretion
5. Autorise lc commandement unific a utiliscr a sa
to use the United Nations flag in the coUf:>c of operations discretion, au cours des operations contre les forces de
against North Korean forces concurrently with the flags Ia Coree du Nord, le drapeau des Nations Unies en .
of the various nations participating;
meme temps que les drapeaux des diverses nations
participantes;
6. Prie les Etats-Unis de fournir au Conseil de securite
6. Requests the United States to provide the Security
Council with reports as appropriate on the course of des rapports d'importance et de frequence appropriees
action taken under the unified command.
concernant le deroulcment de !'action entreprise sous
l'autorite du commandement unifie.

a

a

a

Atloptid at tl:e /.76th meeting
b)! 7 votes to none, with J
abstemions (Egypt, India,
Yugoslavia).u

85 (1950). Resolution of 31 July 1950

A.dopt;c d Ia 176• seance par
7 -voix contre zero, avec 3 abstentions (Egypte,lnde, Yol~o
slavie) u.

,

85 (1950). Resolution du 31 juill~t 1950

[S/1657]

[S/1657]

The Security <;ouncil,
Recognizing the hardships and privations ftO which
the people of Korea are being subjected as a result of
the continued prosecution by the North Korean forces
of their unlawful attack,
Appreciating the spontaneous offers of assistance to
the Korean people which have been made by Governments, specialized agencies, and non-governmental
organizations,
'
l
I. Re,quests the Unified Command to exercise responsi~
bility for determining the requirements for the relief and
support of the civilian population of Korea and for establishing in the field the procedures for providing such
relief and support;
2. Requests the Secretary-General to transmit all
offers of assistance for relief and support to the Unified
Command:
3. Requests the Unified Command to provide the
Security Council with reports, as appropriate,. on its
relief activities;

Le Conseil de securite,
Conscient des epreuves et des privations qu'impose
au peuple coreen Ia poursuite de l'attaque illegale declenchee par les forces de Ia Coree du Nord, -

Accueillant avec reconnaissance les offres d'aide au
peuple coreen faites spontanement par des gouvernements,
des institutions specialisees et des organisations non
gouvcrnementales.
·
1. Prie le Commandement unifie de se charger de
determiner les sec ours et I 'aide d'ont Ia population civile
de Ia Coree a besoin et d'organiser sur place Ia repartition de ces secours et de cette aide;
2. Prie le Secretaire general de transmettre au Com mandement unifie toutes les offres de secours et d'aide;

1

3. Prie Ie Commandement unifie d'adresser au Conseil
de securite, toutes Jes fois qu'ille jugera utile. des rapports
sur l'reuvre qu'il aura accomplie dans le domaine des
secours;

0.

~

u Un des membrcs (Union des Republiqu~"50cialistessorietiques) etait absent.
...
.
;

u One member (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) was absent.
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Assembly-Fifth Session

. ~ ------------~~--------------~--------------------------~--------------------------------. 3. Requests th<- Economic and Sxiat Council, in
consult:ttion with the !)peci:1liz...u -6~(.:1cies, to de\ !op
plans for relie-f and rchabilitatio;1 on L :e termination of
hostilities and to report to the General Assembly within
three we~ks3" of the adoption of the present resolution
by the General Assembly;
4. Also recommends the Economic and Social Council to expedite the study of long-term measures to
promote the economic developmcut and social progress
of Korea, and meanwhile to draw the attention of the
authorities which decide requests for technical assistance
to the urgent arlo special r.ecessity of affording such
assistance to Korea ;
5. Expresses its appreciation oi t:te services rendered by the members of the United :i'~ations Commission on Korea in the performance of their important
and difficult task;
·
6. Rcqunts the Secretary-General to provide the
United 1\ at ions Commission for the Unification and
Rehabilitation of Korea with adequate staff and facilities, including technical advisers as requir~d; and
authorizes the Secretary-General to pay the expenses
and per diem of a representative and alternate from ·
each of the States members of the Commission.
294th plenary meeting,
7 October 1950.

377 (V).

Uniting for peace

A ·
The Ge1zcral Assembly,
.Recogni2hzg that the first two stated Purposes ~£ the
United Nations are:
"To maintain international peace and security, and
to that end: to take effective collective measures for
the prevention and removal of threats to the peace,
and for the suppression of acts of aggression or other
breaches of the peace, and to bring about by peaceful
• means, and in conformity with the principles of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement
of international disputes or situations which might
lead to a breach of the peace", and
"To develop friendly relations among nations based
on respect for the principle of equal rights and selfdetermination of peoples, and to take other appropriate measures to strengthen universal peace",
Reaf!irmi11g that it remains the primary duty of all
Members of the United Nations, when involved in an
international 'dispute, to seek settlement of such a dispute by peaceful means through the procedures laid
down in Chapter VI oi the Charter, and recalling the
successful achievements of the United ~ations in this
regard on a number of previous occasions,
Finding that international tension exists on a dangerous scale,
Rccalli11g its resolution 290 (IV) entitled "Essentials of peace", which states that disregard of the Principles of the Charter of the United Nations is primarily
responsible for the continuance of international tension,
and desiring to contribute turthcr to the oujectivcs of
that resolution,
·
Ia

See resolution 410 (V), page 31.

Rca.ffirmi11g the importance o£ the exercise by t~e
Security Council of its primary responsiLility for tile
maint.:uance of international peace and security, and
the duty of the permanent members to seek unanimity
and to exercise restraint in the use of the veto,
Rcaf]irmi11g that the initiative in negotiating the
agreements for armed forces provided for in Article
43 of the Charter belongs to the Security Council, and
desiring to ensure that, pending the conclusion of such
agreements, the United Nations has at its disposal
means for maintaining international peace and security,
Co•zscious that failure of the Security Council to discharge its responsibilities on behalf of all the :Member
States, particularly those responsibilities referred to in
the two preceding paragraphs, does not relieve Member
States of their obligations or the United. Nations of its
responsibility under the Charter to maintain inter'
national peace and. security,
Recognizing in particular that such failure does not
deprive the General Assembly of its rights or relieve it
of its responsibilities under the Charter in regard to
the maintenance of international peace and security,
Recog1zi:;ing that discharge by the General Assembly
of its responsibilities in these respects calls for possibilities of observation which \Vould ascertain the facts
and expose aggressors ; for the existence of armed
forces which could be used collectively; and for the
possibility of timely recommendation by the General
Assembly to Members of the "Gnited Nations for collective action which, to be effective, should be prompt,
A

1. Resol1:n that if the Security Council, because of
Jack of unanimity of the permanent members, fails to
exercise its primary responsibility for the maintenance
of international peace and security in any case where
there appears to be a threat to the peace, breach oi the
peace, or act of aggression, the General Assembly shall
consider the matter immediately with a-view to making
appropriate recommendations to Members for collective measures, including in the case of a breach of the
peace or act of aggression the use of armed force when
necessary, to maintain or restore international peace
and security. If not in session at the time, the General
Assembly may meet in en,tergency special session within
twenty-four hours of the request therefor. Such emergency special session shall be called if requested by the
Security Council on the vote of any seven members, or
by a majority of the Members of the United Nations;
2. Adopts for this purpose the amendments to its
rules of procedure set forth in the anne.'< to the present
resolution; .
B
3. EstaNiJI!es a Peace Observation Commission
which, for the calendar years 1951 and 195~, ~II be
composed •)f fourteen l\Iembcrs, namely: China, ·c~
uia, Czedt.:>slovakia. France, India. Iran-· Israel, :-.:~w
Zealand. Pakistan, Sweden, the Fnion fl S,)Yict Soctll:list Republics, the United Kingdom of {;rea.t BritAin
and Northern Ireland, the United Statts o£ Amc ·cJ.
and Un~guay, and which could observe and r.cport on

. .. ..
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HESOLUTIO:\S
,

adop~ed

by the General Assembly during. the

period

lo December 1950 to 5 NO\'embcr 1951

,,

I
VERIFICATION OF CREDENTIALS

On behalf oi th.; Crcc~ntials Committee,' its Chairman made a report' to
the General .Asc;emb!y. Tbe Assembly took note of the report.
332nd plenary meeting,
5 November 1951.

II
RESOLUTIO~S

498 (V). Intervention of the c~}~tral People's Gm·ernment of fl1c People's Republic of China in
Korea
(Resolution adopted on tltc report of the
First Commiltee)
Th~

3. Affirms the determination of the United Nations
to continue ilc; action in Korea to meet the aggression ;
4. Calls upon all States and authorities to continue
to lend every assistance to the United Nations action
in Korea;
5. Calls upon all States and authorities to refrain
from giving any assistance to the aggressors in Korea ;
6. Requests a Committee composed of the members
of the Collective Measures Committee as a matter of
urgency to ~onsider additional ~ea~ures to be employed
~~~~L!h.i,l__aggro:s.s.ion and to report thereon to the
General Assembly, it being understood ...--that the
Committee is authorized to defer its report if the Good
Offices Committee referred to in the following paragraph
reports satisfactory progress in its efforts ;

,

General Assembly,

Noting that the ~~-cu.t;i~_Gqpncil, becaus.e. .QUack Q{
of the permanent members, has ~ilc9 to
exercise its primary responsibility for the maintcPance
of international peace and security in regard to Qhincse
CommunisL intervention in Korea,
Noting that the Central People's Govcrmnent of th.e
People's Republic of China has not accepted United
Nations proposals' to bring about a cessation of hostilities in Korea with a view to peaceful settlement, and
that its ~Jm~dJorces continu~ their invasi_q_n of Korea
and their large-scale attacks upon United Nations forces
·
there,
1. Finds that the Central People's Government of
the People's Republic of China, by giving direct aid
and assistance to .those who were already committing
aggression in Korea .and by engaging in __hostilities
against United Nations forces tlt~_re, flas i.t.seJLe~1gagc_d
i,n aggression in Kore~ ;
2. Calls upou the Central People's Government of
the People's Republic of China to cause its forces and
Jlationals in Korea to c_case_l)q.st!Jitl:;s against the United
Nations forces a_nd_JQ.~:i.thdra.~..Jr.Q.m_Kore~\ ;
~animity .

7. Affirms that it continues to be the policy of the
United Nations g>_ ~~ing abgut ~ £~~~'!.~~o!l _Pf ~_ostilities
in Korea and the achievement of United Nations
o~j_ecti~es in Korea by ...PC.~_C\!fu_l_ m~ans, and requests
tlie · President of the General Assembly to designate
forthwith two persons who would meet with him at
any suitab!c opportunity to usc their good offices to
this end.
327th plenary meeting,
1 February 1951.

The President of the Generai Asst:mhly, 011 19 February 1951, informed (A/ 1779) the members of the
General Assembly that Dr. Luis Padilla Nervo (lttije
u:oJ
ancl Mr. Svcn Gra/strom (S wec{en) had accept t1, Jzis
im·itation to form with him the Good Offices C /unitlee, as provided in the above resolution.

1

Su Official Records of the Gent!l'al Asumbly, Fiftlt
Sesssion, Supplement No. 20 (.'\i 17i5), page 1.
• Sec docum<!nt A/1936.
•sec documents A/C.I/643 and A/C.I/645.
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